The effect of trunk flexion on lower-limb kinetics of able-bodied gait.
Able-bodied individuals spontaneously adopt crouch gait when walking with induced anterior trunk flexion, but the effect of this adaptation on lower-limb kinetics is unknown. Sustained forward trunk displacement during walking can greatly alter body center-of-mass location and necessitate a motor control response to maintain upright balance. Understanding this response may provide insight into the biomechanical demands on the lower-limb joints of spinal pathology that alter trunk alignment (e.g., flatback). The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of sustained trunk flexion on lower-limb kinetics in able-bodied gait, facilitating understanding of the effects of spinal pathologies. Subjects walked with three postures: 0° (normal upright), 25±7°, and 50±7° trunk flexion. With increased trunk flexion, decreased peak ankle plantar flexor moments were observed with increased energy absorption during stance. Sustained knee flexion during mid- and terminal stance decreased knee flexor moments, but energy absorption/generation remained unchanged across postures. Increased trunk flexion placed significant demand on the hip extensors, thus increasing peak hip extensor moments and energy generation. The direct relationship between trunk flexion and energy absorption/generation at the ankle and hip, respectively, suggest increased muscular demand during gait. These findings on able-bodied subjects might shed light on muscular demands associated with individuals having pathology-induced positive sagittal spine balance.